ROLLER SHADES

Battery-powered roller shades
Battery-powered shades are cost-effective, easy to maintain, and ideal for
areas that require a wire-free solution.
Battery basics
Triathlon battery-powered shades use regular store-bought batteries, with
battery life dependent on shade size, fabric type, and the number of times
the shade is opened and closed every day. That means the shade has the
potential to move thousands of times on a single set of batteries.
The batteries are located within the headrail; simply tip the headrail forward to
reveal the battery tray, without taking the shade down.

Shade sizes
Battery-powered roller shades are available in configurations up to 12’ wide
by 12’ tall.

ROLLER SHADES

Battery-powered fascia options
Architectural—provides a clean and
contemporary aesthetic for spaces that
require a modern finish.

Fabric-wrapped—ideal for applications
with a more traditional design aesthetic,
fabric-wrapped fascia provides a finished
look with matching fabric.

Exposed standard—this slim
profile can be hidden with custom
top treatments.

Exposed WIDR—this profile can be
concealed with a custom top treatment or
left uncovered for an industrial aesthetic.

PALLADIOM ROLLER SHADES

Palladiom roller shades
Palladiom roller shades are in a class by themselves. Sleek and
sophisticated, they feature exposed bracket hardware designed
specifically to be seen. The bracket, together with the roller tube’s
slender profile and carefully balanced bottom rail, take this distinctly
crafted automated solution to new heights.

Palladiom bottom rail

PALLADIOM ROLLER SHADES

Designed to fit anywhere
Palladiom seamlessly blends into any architectural style. Mount on or
above the window frame to highlight the handsome end bracket or
feature Palladiom jamb brackets elegantly inside the frame.

End Bracket

Center Bracket

Jamb Bracket

PALLADIOM ROLLER SHADES

Coordinating Palladiom controls
Block midday glare with one touch of a Palladiom keypad, which complements
Palladiom shades and temperature control for a sleek, coordinated aesthetic.
You can also add Lutron lighting control to any Lutron automated shading
solution, for convenient control of lights as well as shades all from the same
control station.

Palladiom keypad

Palladiom thermostat

ROLLER SHADES

Roller shades
Sivoia QS roller shades complement both traditional and contemporary
designs and are available in different sizes to accommodate the needs of
any room. Sivoia QS shades are hard-wired solutions.
Precision control
All Lutron shades feature intelligent hembar alignment, which was designed
to synchronize all automated shades in a single room, or in an entire home.
Pocket—recessed into the ceiling, pockets offer blackout capability for
the window and a protective enclosure for the entire shade system.

Fascia—this decorative cover conceals the roller and is ideal for more
conventional spaces as a round or a square profile.

Round

Square

ROLLER SHADE FABRICS

Roller fabric opacity
Sheer
•

Open weaves preserve exterior views while protecting furnishings from U/V rays.

•

Ideal for rooms where you don’t need complete privacy

Translucent
•

Tighter weaves transform harsh daylight into a soft, filtered glow

•

Provides increased privacy for spaces like bathrooms

Room darkening
•

Opaque fabrics block light from entering a space

•

Ideal for bedrooms and media rooms

Lutron
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Control styles
You can choose keypad styles to complement a room’s look and feel, and to coordinate with the overall
design of your home.
Architectural

Palladiom keypad

2-gang Palladiom keypad in
Satin Nickel

Palladiom thermostat

GRAFIK T QS keypad

seeTouch keypad without insert

seeTouch keypad with insert

Wireless controls

Morning

Lamps

Accent

Downlights

Reading

Evening

Fireplace

Late Night

TV

Goodnight

All On

All Off

* Cannot be ganged with other
Architectural-style keypads

Signature Series
keypad*

Architrave keypad*
(door narrow)

Architrave keypad*
(door wide)

RF seeTouch tabletop keypad in Midnight

Horizontal Sheer
Blinds Pico
wireless control

Shade Pico
wireless control

4-button Pico
Wireless control
for shades

Lutron Fabric Collections

Lutronfabrics.com

The Lutron Fabric Collections is our newly refreshed and redesigned fabric offering. Curated from leading
fabric suppliers all over the world, our fabric offerings bring Lutron window treatments to the forefront
of fashion. Created for high-end residences, these four fabric lines encompass over 1,500 fabrics.

Order samples and start shopping today! Go to lutronfabrics.com and browse inspirational images, or shade
types, as well as zoom in on fabric swatches to see greater detail. You can save, print, or email favorites, and order
samples straight from your mobile device.

The Classico Collection

The Gallery Collection
The Gallery Collection is
an extensive line of fashion
fabrics for roller shades,
horizontal sheer blinds,
and wood blinds.

This collection of
performance fabrics
is available for roller,
tensioned, and cableguided shades.

Honeycomb Essentials
The Honeycomb Essentials
Collection features an array
of colorful and textured
cellular fabrics, from
decorative sheers
to beautiful roomdarkening materials.

The Atelier Collection
The Atelier Collection is a
curated collection of roller
shade fabrics that balances
design and function. The
collection is organized by color
and each deck includes select
colors for the fabric family.
In this collection, each
sheer fabric has a perfectly
coordinating blackout option
for simple specification.

